The development of creeping bentgrass greens, tees and fairways added a fresh approach to the ancient game of golf: Putting is now faster and truer, bentgrass fairways allow more roll, and along with tees, recover from divot and traffic damage more rapidly. Golfers get around, and today's global players expect bentgrass.

Now, more architects and designers incorporate the 'Penn Pals' from Tee-2-Green into their courses with outstanding results. Our bents contrast well when perennial ryegrass, Kentucky bluegrass or fine fescues are used in short and tall rough areas. It's no wonder today's turf professionals count on the ‘Penn Pals’ to make their courses picture perfect.

In 1955 Professor Burt Musser, assisted by Dr. Joe Duich, released Penncross creeping bentgrass as a seeded bent for golf course greens. For more than 40 years Penncross has been specified for greens around the world and extended the boundaries of bentgrass adaptability.

Exceptional heat and wear tolerance plus recuperative ability are Penncross strong points. Forgiving nature and management latitude are more reasons for Penncross' long life, reputation and continued popularity.

Superintendents know Penncross will always rise to the challenge and perform flawlessly...like in the 97 Ryder Cup at Valderrama.

Penncross is one of the PennPals™ available in the sealed tamper proof "Penn Pail" marketed by Tee-2-Green®. Call today for the distributor nearest you.
BE ON TARGET
WITH SINGAPORE’S GOLF ASIA
FOR TODAY’S REAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

CONSIDER THESE FACTS:
Located in Singapore, GOLF ASIA is right in the center of the fastest growth region in the world.

If your business has something to do with the golf industry, you wouldn’t want to miss the greatest golf event in Asia. Held in Singapore for the eighth year running, Golf Asia has established itself as the largest and most attended golf show in the region, bringing together many of the world’s leading names in the industry.

Since 1991, GOLF ASIA has played host to more visitors from around the world and provided more exhibitors greater business opportunities than any other show in the region.

GOLF ASIA ‘97 attracted 220 exhibitors who showcased their products and services to the trade and public visitors. The event’s success was marked by more than 23,000 quality trade visitors, professionals, and golf enthusiasts from 35 countries. New business leads were generated, encouraging over 70% of ‘97 exhibitors to confirm their participation in Golf Asia ‘98.

8TH ASIA PACIFIC GOLF CONFERENCE (APGC)
& EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS
The APGC, Asia’s most recognized and comprehensive industry forum, will be held in conjunction with the exhibition. A panel of highly qualified speakers will address the conference, focusing on a wide range of topics relevant to the Asian golf industry. Educational seminars conducted by the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America (GCSAA) will complement the event. These seminars are attended by golf superintendents from clubs throughout the region.

GOLF ASIA ‘98 will continue the tradition of success of past exhibitions. Preparations are already underway to attract more visitors and participants than ever before.

Claim your stake today!
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT GOLF ASIA ’98, MAIL OR FAX THIS COUPON TO:
GOLF ASIA EXHIBITIONS PTE LTD
6001 BEACH ROAD, #22-06
GOLDEN MILE TOWER, SINGAPORE 199589
TEL: (65) 296 6961 FAX: (65) 293 5628
Our web site address is: http://www.asial.com.sg/golf/

☐ Please send me more details on the Golf Asia ‘98 Exhibition.
☐ Please send me more details on the 8th Asia Pacific Golf Conference.
☐ Please send me more details on the GCSAA seminars.
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arrange a loan, it's based on the cash flow of your business—personal guarantees are often not required. Our legal and appraisal process keeps our fees far below those of other lenders. Simply provide us with the financial data for your facility and we'll provide an estimate of its value and the equity available to you.

Call Mike DeMita in Atlanta; Doug Brodie in Los Angeles; Ed Boyle or Ralph Little in Greenwich and find out how we take the hazards out of golf financing.

Whatever your financial needs, let FMAC help you achieve your goal. FMAC Golf Finance Group is staffed by experienced professionals who really understand your business. We offer fixed rate loans with terms of up to 20 years. Our floating rate loans feature interest ceilings that protect you from runaway inflation and interest rates. We lend and lease to all types of golf course facilities, from daily-fee courses to member-owned clubs and long-term leaseholders. When we arrange a loan, it's based on the cash flow of your business—personal guarantees are often not required. Our legal and appraisal process keeps our fees far below those of other lenders. Simply provide us with the financial data for your facility and we'll provide an estimate of its value and the equity available to you.

Call Mike DeMita in Atlanta; Doug Brodie in Los Angeles; Ed Boyle or Ralph Little in Greenwich and find out how we take the hazards out of golf financing.
Arnold Palmer, Gary Player and Jack Nicklaus.

They put their names on trophies.

They put their names on the courses they design.

They put our name on the specs.